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INTRODUCTION
This booklet has been compiled in order to assist you
in the important decisions your daughter now has to
make regarding subjects at senior level. Our aim has been to give you a sense of:






The contents of that subject for Leaving Certificate
Where it is similar to the Junior Certificate course
Where it is different to the Junior Certificate course
Key points you should consider when thinking about this subject
Careers that this subject could be useful for

Irish, English and Mathematics are required subjects for all students.

Students then select 6 optional subjects, in order of preference, from the following
list –
Accounting
Art
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Economics
French
P.E.

German
History
Home Economics
Design & Communication Graphics
Physics
Geography
Music

Students will study 4 of these 6 optional subjects. The school will try to
accommodate student’s top 4 preferences; however this may not always be
possible.

Students should bear in mind the restrictions on some subjects depending on
subjects chosen for Junior Cert.

Subjects
dropped in
1st Year

May be
taken up
for Leaving
Cert

Art

Art

Business
Studies

Business
Studies/
Economics

Home
Economics

Home
Economics

Science

Biology /
Physics

Technical
Graphics (TG)
Music

May be
difficult to
take up for
Leaving
Cert

May not be
taken up for
Leaving Cert

Accounting

Chemistry
Design &
Communication
(DCG)

Music

*Students need to demonstrate an aptitude for these subjects to the relevant teachers e.g.
art completed at home.

MAKING
THE
CHOICE
Consider the following factors when choosing your subjects:


Interest
Choose subjects you find interesting and enjoyable. Subjects where you listen
well and take part in. You will be much more likely to study and do well in these
subjects.



Ability
Choose subjects that come easily to you and the ones you usually get good
results in.



Aptitude
Consider your DATs (Differential Aptitude Tests). What were your highest
categories?



Learning Style/s
Visual
Verbal/Auditory



Kinesthetic

Career
In addition to the core subjects (English, Irish, Maths) there are other subjects that
are essential for some courses and careers. It is important to check out these subject
requirements. Consider the following pages of this booklet and the course
providers. It is your responsibility to do this.

Entry Requirements
Beyond the core subjects – English, Irish & Maths - the number of courses and jobs
that require specific subjects is relatively small and usually refer to a science or a
language subject.
1. Laboratory Science required for:
Practically all science courses:

















Medical,
Paramedical
Radiography
Occupational Therapy
Speech and Language Therapy
Physiotherapy
Human Nutrition / Dietician, Pharmacy
Medical Laboratory
Podiatry
Veterinary Nursing
All Nursing Courses
Some Engineering courses require at least 1 Laboratory Science Subject
Primary Teaching in the U.K.
Physical education with Maths in DCU
Design and Manufacture in U.L
Home Economics/ Biology Teaching in St. Angela’s

The following needs to be particularly noted:
2. Science subjects required for:





Dentistry & Medicine at UCC
Dentistry & Medicine at Trinity
Physiotherapy & Human Genetics at Trinity
UK Paramedical Courses

2H4
H3+H4
2H4

Two science subjects (including Geography or Maths) required for



Pharmacy at Trinity
Science at Trinity

2H4 (including Chemistry)
2H4

(Biological and Biomedical, Chemical Sciences, Geography and Geoscience)

Chemistry required for





Dentistry & Medicine at UCC
Veterinary at UCD
Human Nutrition and Biomedical Science at TUD
All Pharmacy courses

H4
H5
H4
H4

Biology required for



Genetics at UCC
Dental Hygiene UCC

H4

Physics required for


Theoretical Physics at Trinity

Did you know?
20% of the earth’s
oxygen is produced
by the Amazon
Rain Forest

H3

Did you know?
Due to the expansion
of solids because of
heat the Eiffel Tower
is 15cm taller in the
summer

3. Language requirements
Colleges
UCC, UCD, NUI Galway, Maynooth University, and the affiliate colleges of the
NUI; R.C.S.I., N.C.A.D., Shannon College of Hotel Management, Burren College of
Art and Design, Institute of Public Administration, require a pass in a third
language for most of their courses (Nursing, Engineering, some Science and
some Business are exceptions, please check with your Guidance Counsellor):





Primary Teaching
H4 Irish
Language Degree/Degree with a Language
H4(some H3)
relevant Language
Journalism
H5/H4 English
Speech and Language Therapy at UCC
H4 Irish/French/German
(H4 English/Irish/French/German at Trinity) +H4 in a Science subject

An Garda Sciochana and The Defence Forces
An Garda Siochana require a pass in two languages. This can be Irish and English for example.
They do not recognise an Exemption from Irish or French/German on the grounds of Dyslexia.
The Defence Forces requires a pass in English, Maths, Irish AND a third language. However
unlike the Gardai it does recognise the exemption on the grounds of dyslexia.

Minimum Entry Requirements
3rd level Institutions require a minimum 2H5 and 4O6/4H7 for entry to a level 8
degree. For entry to a level 7 degree a minimum of 5O6/5H7 is required. Trinity
and Primary Teaching Colleges require a minimum of 3H5 and 3H7.
Students are advised to always check the exact requirements for courses that
interest them as they can vary from college to college, and may change from year to
year.

ACCOUNTING

Accounting involves the recording of financial information by the individual,
voluntary organisation or business, the presentation of this financial information
and the interpretation and uses of this financial information.
A student choosing to study Accounting can expect to understand:





How and why financial information is recorded
How to interpret and use the information in accounts
How to record, present and interpret financial information of voluntary
organisations.
The importance of financial information for good decision making.

1. Aspects of the course which continue strongly from Junior Cert





Final Accounts- Trading, Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance Sheets
Club A/Cs, A/Cs of Service Firms, Farm A/C’s
Analysis of Accounts, Ratios
Double Entry Book-keeping throughout.

(There is more in-depth treatment of all of these at Leaving Cert level)
2. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level






Accounts of Public companies
Preparation of final accounts from incomplete information
Management accounting-costing products, budgeting
There’s an increase in the level of understanding needed and there will be
practical homework every night.
The key to success in accounting is practise, practise, practise.

Key Points to consider


Must have done Business Studies at Junior Cert.










A student must like book-keeping at Junior Cert level and also working with
figures- must like to get a “kick” from getting accounts to work out. However
it is not the end of the world if the particular account doesn’t work out!
Must be able to think abstractly, logically and clearly
It is a very practical subject- learning is by doing. Revision is done by
answering questions.
There can be relief from “theory” type subjects -where there’s a lot of
learning by heart
Students need an understanding of double entry
It is a Major advantage for studying Accounting/Business at 3 rd level.
Also many non business courses at third level contain an accounting module.

Account is useful for careers in:
Accountancy
Advertising
Building Society Clerical Work
Company Secretarial Work
Insurance
Quantity Surveying
Taxation Consulting

Auctioneering
Banking
Business Law
Hospital Administration
Market Research
Reception Work
Teaching

Auditing
Bookkeeping
Clerical Work
Hotel Management
Purchasing
Sales
Computing

Art can be a very satisfying subject. Students who have enjoyed art at Junior level and are happy with
their grade could move with confidence onto Leaving Cert Art.
Some students who have not taken Art for the Junior Cycle take Art at Leaving Cert and do very well.
However, it is important to have a great interest and enthusiasm for the subject when deciding to take
up Art at Leaving Cert level. In this case your aptitude for the subject is assessed through observational
drawing.
Aspects of the course that continue strongly from Junior Cycle
Leaving Certificate builds on and develops Junior Cycle learning in many different Arts and Crafts such
as Graphic design, 3D construction and modelling works, to print making such as lino printing along
with Calligraphy, painting, still life and life drawing studies.
Such exploratory and investigative work by the students is very rewarding as they get to work on
particular crafts of interest to them, while making the theme personal to them and developing their
strengths in the Art room.
Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level
The assessment for Art has just been revised and the incoming 5th years will be the first to undergo the
new assessment criteria.

PRACTICAL COURSEWORK (50%)
Over an extended time period in TERM 2 (Year 2) the students will be required to realise one piece of
Art. The use of primary sources, including observational drawings, life drawing and drawing from the
imagination are important.
During this period the student will have to plan and develop work for the realisation of a second piece
of work during the invigilated examination.

THE INVIGILATED EXAMINATION (20%)
The invigilated examination component will take place following the completion of the practical
coursework component. Within 5 hours of a single day the students will create a second realised work

for this examination, based on the same stimulus and the ideas and work they researched and
developed during their overall coursework.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION (30%)
The written examination will take place in June and will have a range and balance of questions studied
over the course of 5th and 6th year. The student will be required to demonstrate their knowledge and
understanding, and show an ability to apply, analyse, evaluate and respond to works of Art.

KEY POINTS TO CONSIDER
Anyone hoping to continue on with a degree in Art or design should start working on a portfolio in 5th
year as it is too late by the time 6th year comes. Alternatively, many students complete a FETAC (Post
Leaving Cert) course in Art portfolio preparation as working on a portfolio is a huge commitment and
is the equivalent of taking an extra subject. Generally, class work done during 5th and 6th year is
acceptable for entry to these FETAC courses.
ART IS USEFULL FOR CAREERS IN:
Advertising
Teaching
Crafts
Environmental Design

Graphics
Architecture
Fashion
Furniture Design

Interior Decoration
Occupational Therapy
Printing and Publishing
Video Production
Television

Marketing
Primary School Teaching
Sculpting
Media Studies
Theatre

Photography
Bookbinding
Floristry
Curator for Galleries
Museums
Merchandising
Picture Restoration
Sign-writing
Textile Design
Town Planning

and

BIOLOGY

Biology is the science of life and living things. More than any other science, Biology
is part of everyday experience. When you visit a nature reserve, watch the
behaviour of a pet animal, or collect a prescription from the chemist, there is a close
encounter with Biology. Biology forms a knowledge base for hundreds of careers
ranging from oceanography and ecology to medicine and biotechnology.
The next hundred years looks set to be the ‘century of Biology’, as we gain greater
knowledge of the science of life. Spectacular breakthroughs have recently been
made in genetics, cell biology and the understanding of the human brain.
Remarkable advances have occurred in environmental science and evolutionary
studies. A huge choice of careers has grown out of the practical applications of these
recent discoveries and there has never been a greater demand for people to
become research biologists.
The Leaving Certificate Biology course is an excellent foundation to view the many
different life sciences as different chapters of the book of life. The need for a
scientifically informed public has never been greater as we are faced with hugely
important decisions in areas such as cloning, DNA fingerprinting, genetic
modification of organisms, overpopulation, energy sources and pollution.
From an employers point of view there are some qualities developed during the
study of biology which make it specially valuable as a preparation for industry





Most Biologists become familiar with statistics and computers used in data
processing. This skill is directly transferable to many other jobs.
Field work and some Laboratory work can be a team activity. Taking
personal responsibility and learning to work together with others in a group
are qualities valued highly by employers
Speaking the language of science is a highly valuable asset in this era of high
technology

1. Aspects of the course that continue strongly from Junior Cert
Human Biology- e.g. blood system, nervous system, food, digestive system,
human reproduction, eye/ear and kidneys
Ecology/Plant Biology
Experiments

2. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level
Genetics- DNA, Cancer (more application to everyday life)
There are 22 experiments which must be done
Lots of Ecology, liver fluke, sea-weeds etc
3. Key points to consider
You do not need to be mathematical
To do well in Biology consistent hard work is needed
Biology is useful for careers in:
Health Profession
Publishing
Environmental Conservation
Marine and Freshwater Biology
Horticulture
Production Management
Brewing

Environmental Work
Journalism and Broadcasting
Beauty Industry
Animal Nurse
Education
Zoology
Food Industry
Library work and Information Science

Business is mainly about people and products. It’s about having ideas, spotting
opportunities, having the courage to chase your dreams, and sticking with it when
the going gets tough. It’s about understanding people as customers, investors,
employees and partners. To be successful you will need good management, access
to finance and a bit of luck. But ultimately it’s about always trying to do things in a
better, more innovative way so as to meet customer needs and stay ahead of the
competition.
The Leaving Certificate Business course has been designed to prepare you for this
rapidly changing business environment. It emphasises the practical skills needed by
entrepreneurs, the essential elements of a business plan, the steps involved in
developing new products and marketing them to a national or international market.
It focuses on the key principles and activities of management. It outlines the global
economic environment in which all business now operates and it examines some
ethical and environmental challenges.
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT TO STUDY IN BUSINESS






The different types of business units which exist and how to set one up e.g.
sole traders, partnerships, companies.
Understand that for a business to operate efficiently it will require many
services; finance, banking, insurance, market research, advertising and sales
promotion.
Understand and be able to present information in a variety of forms e.g.
reports, agendas etc.
Understand the importance of the State in promoting enterprise within
Ireland

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM STUDYING BUSINESS





You will be able to calculate your own income tax and PRSI
You will understand your rights as a consumer and how you are protected
by the law.
You will understand various types of insurance cover.
You will understand the role of trade unions in a modern society and the
way they, and the State, protect workers.



You will understand the environment within which a business operates in
Ireland, in the European Union and in a worldwide context.

1. Aspects of the course which continue strongly from Junior Cert
Cash flows, income and expenses projections, budgets- fixed, irregular,
discretionary.
Consumer legislation, Employment Law,setting up an enterprise
Insurance- individuals and business, Taxation- individuals and business
European Union, Marketing, Raising finance and borrowing
2. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level






Management - skills, communication
Labour legislation and Business ethics
All topics are examined in more detail
A greater focus is placed on the student being able to evaluate e.g. higher
level students must do a compulsory case study
“T” accounts, preparation of final accounts not required

3. Key points to consider
To do well at higher level students must learn definitions.
From 2nd term in 5th year students must submit written work weekly on their
Applied Business Question.

Business is useful for careers in:
Accounting
Banking
Bookkeeping
Clerical Work
Company Secretarial
Administration
Hotel Management
Insurance
Purchasing Official
Sales
Marketing
Merchandising
Customs and Excise
Taxation
Teaching
Law
Business Management
Human Resource Management
Journalism
Self Employment
Public Service

Chemistry gives you an excellent training for many jobs, both scientific and nonscientific. To be successful in the subject you need to be able to think logically, to be
creative, numerate and analytical. These skills are much sought after in many
walks of life and would enable you to pursue a career in computing or finance as
well as careers in which you use chemistry directly.
We live in a world of chemistry, and you don’t need the men in white coats to tell
you that! Chemical substances are around you all the time, from the sugar you put
in your coffee to the cosmetics you wear, from the dyed fabrics in your wardrobe to
the medication you take for a head-cold.
Chemistry is the study of what substances are made of, what effects they have on
one another and what changes they undergo. Without this branch of study, we
wouldn’t have unbreakable bottles or synthetic fabrics, CD players or the silicon
chips that drive our TV sets, computers, and mobile phones.
The Leaving Certificate course has recently been revamped and is designed to
stimulate interest in, and enjoyment of, the subject. It encourages an appreciation of
the social, economic, environmental and technological aspects of chemistry. It seeks
to develop a facility for scientific method and rational thought, and the skills of
observation, evaluation, and problem-solving that will stand to you in other areas of
life.
About 70% of the syllabus consists of pure chemistry, with the rest concerning the
social and applied aspects of the subject. Essential practical work is included, so
there are plenty of experiments that have to be done. But chemistry is not just for
those who want to work in a laboratory — the knowledge provided by the course
gives a scientific base which is useful for a multitude of courses and careers.
1. Good Reasons for choosing Chemistry as a Career






New ideas and materials are constantly being used in technology to improve
society. You could work in a field where Research and Innovation are of
primary importance to standards of living.
Chemistry offers many career opportunities whether working in a public
service such as a water treatment plant or high level research and
development in industry.
As society becomes more technically advanced the need for suitably qualified
chemists will increase.

2. Aspects of the course that continue strongly from Junior Cert
Leaving Certificate builds on and develops Junior Certificate learning in;
Structure of the Atom; elements and compounds;
Preparation of gases; acids/bases/salts and indicators etc.
Junior Cert Maths - solving equations.
Ease with calculator use.
3. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level
New Topics: Radioactivity, Thermo Chemistry and Bond Energy.
A big section of Organic Chemistry.
Social Aspects and History of Chemistry.
All Junior Cert areas are extended and there is a lot of practical work.
4. Key Points to consider








Must start learning immediately in 5th year because you can get lost very
easily
It is advisable to have done higher level Maths for the Junior Cert as a good
ability in Maths is needed to be successful at this subject.
English - You need the ability to say exactly what you mean, or to be able to
learn definitions off by heart. Higher level English at Junior Cert should be a
minimum requirement.
No essay type answers required – there are right answers. It is not difficult to
get full marks on a question
One class- unstreamed, ranging from higher A level to ordinary D level.
Can be difficult for weak students to keep up.

Chemistry is useful for careers in:
Pharmacy
Industrial Chemistry
Medicine
Agriculture
Polymer Science
Photographic
Pollution Control
Biotechnology

Nursing
Chemical Engineering
Food Science
Veterinary Science
Applied Science
Dentistry
Forestry
Mining
Dairy Science
Forensic Science
Processing
Teaching
Cosmetic Science Quality Control
Health Care and Pharmaceutical Industries

DESIGN & COMMUNICATION
GRAPHICS (DCG)
Design and Communication Graphics is a new course replacing Technical Drawing at
Senior Cycle. The course includes the study of design, freehand drawing, elevation and
plans, problem solving, 3D drawing, perspective drawing, computer 3D drawings,
Computer Aided Design (CAD), model-making and engineering drawing. The main change
from the old course is the use of computers to draw in 3D and the introduction of an
assignment. The course is assessed in two main areas: an end-of-year drawing exam
worth 60% and an assignment worth 40%. The assignment involves design, freehand
drawing presentation and the use of CAD and ICT. DCG is the only Leaving Certificate
subject to assess ICT at Leaving Certificate. It is necessary to have studied
TechnicalGraphics/ Technology/ Materials Technology at Junior Certificate in order to
take up this subject at Senior Certificate. This subject is offered at Ordinary and Higher
Level.
What will you study in class?
Model making
Architectural Drawing
CAD
Computer Presentation Techniques
Design
Product Design
Freehand Drawing
Technical Drawing
Careers
All Engineering
Interior Design
Architecture
Assessment
Design and Communication Graphics is assessed in two areas as follows:
Drawing exam 60%
Assignment 40%
Starting Design and Communication Graphics in Year 5YR
It is necessary to have studied Materials Technology (Wood), Technology or Technical
Graphics at Junior Certificate in order to undertake this subject at Leaving Certificate
level.

ECONOMICS

Economics
Leaving Certificate Economics aims to stimulate students' curiosity and interest in the
economic environment and how they interact with it. It develops a set of skills, knowledge
and values that enables students to understand the economics forces which affect their
everyday lives, their society and their economy at local, national and global levels, making
them more informed as decision-makers
Economics is assessed at two levels, Ordinary level and Higher level, by means of
two assessment components: a research study, and an examination paper.
Both components of assessment reflect the relationship between the application of skills and
the theoretical content of the specification.
The research study will be based on a brief issued annually by the State
Examinations Commission (SEC).
Aim
Leaving Certificate Economics aims to stimulate students’ curiosity and interest in the
economic environment and how they interact with it. It develops a set of skills, knowledge and
values that enables students to understand the economic forces which affect their everyday
lives, their society and their economy at local, national and global levels, making them more
informed as decision makers.

Structure of Course
The course is divided into 5 strands. The first strand is called a unifying strand as it covers
the basic principles of Economics which permeates the whole course.

Assessment
There are two assessment components at each level: Written examination
(80%) Research study (20%). Both components of assessment reflect the
relationship between the application of skills and the theoretical content of the
specification

https://www.curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/3342d8a2-1e22-4f17-b82ba8134fe16eb3/LCEconom ics_0219_EN.pdf

GEOGRAPHY

It’s a big world out there, and studying Geography helps to bring it closer to us. It
also helps us make sense of many of the hottest issues of the day – from nuclear
reprocessing to urban gridlock, third world debt to the depletion of the ozone layer,
human trafficking to the globalisation debate.
Geography is concerned with the inter-relationships between human activities and
the physical environment. It includes the detailed study of European Countries, the
physical landscape, economic activities, map work and aerial photographs.
Geography is a subject that is a relevant and useful part of daily life. Geographical
issues include weather forecasts, earthquakes, EU Policies, industrial developments,
tourism, poverty, unemployment, emigration, famine, pollution, re-zoning
controversies, EU Enlargement, urban renewal.
When you study Geography you will acquire a wide range of skills that are
extremely valuable from an employer’s point of view. Students learn how to analyse
information, draw conclusions and present sensible solutions to problems with a
valid plan for action.
The current syllabus allows a “hands-on” approach, with the fieldwork question
encouraging students to make good use of the rich local environment that
surrounds us all. This is always a popular option when it comes to the final exam
and the fieldwork is often a favourite memory of graduating students.
The course has 5 sections:
 3 Core Units

Physical geography
Regional geography
Geographic Investigation & Skills

 1 of 2 Elective Units

Human geography
Economic geography

 1 of 4 Optional Units

1. Global Interdependence 2. Geoecology
3. Culture/Identity
4. The Atmosphere

1. Aspects of the course that continue strongly from Junior Cert
Analysis of Ordnance survey maps and aerial photographs
Study of the physical landscapes e.g. weathering/erosion
Description and explanation of population trends e.g. Migration patterns
2. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level
A very in-depth study of the above topics
Very detailed case studies
Focus on new terminology
Final Exam
400 marks
Investigation
100 marks (report including maps, figures, statistics & charts)
3. Key points to consider
Good word power and skill at analysing information
Short answer Multi-part questions, 1 essay at higher level
Geography skills (map reading etc) will be tested within questions where
appropriate.
Large amount of work to be covered
Need to work well on investigation both as part of a team and individually.
GEOGRAPHY IS USEFUL FOR CAREERS IN
Town Planning
Archaeology
Environmental Protection
Cartography
Forestry
Local Government

Tourism
Meteorology
Surveying
Landscape Architecture
Marketing
Education

Travel Agency
Estate Agency
Civil Engineering
Agriculture
Leisure Industry

History is a subject that embraces the world of politics, economics, religion and
philosophy. It develops skills such as identifying main issues and the ability to
select relevant information. A knowledge of history, or access to such knowledge,
will enable a student to throw light on other subjects especially art, literature and
language.
COURSE CONTENT
The History course is made up of two interlocking parts:


Working with Evidence
The nature of history and the work of the Historian
Documents based study – related to Case Studies given on different topics
A research study The Outline Plan, Evaluation of Sources, The extended
essay



Topics for Study
Early Modern, 1492 – 1815 (2/6 Irish, 2/6 European & World Topics)
Later Modern, 1815 – 1993 (2/6 Irish, 2/6 European & World Topics)

1. Aspects of the course which continue strongly from Junior Cert
Some modern topics will reappear at Leaving Cert level
2. Key Points to consider





Should enjoy the subject and be prepared to study it and be reasonably good
at English.
Higher Level students will be expected to study all aspects of topics deeply
and to develop a high level of theoretical understanding. Ordinary Level will
place more emphasis on the people/personalities in History.
General questions on the Ordinary Level paper will be stimulus driven –
photos, maps, charts etc.

Final Exam
Investigation

80% 4 questions, 1 document based
20% Extended essay

HISTORY IS USEFUL FOR CAREERS IN
Politics
Social Work
Civil Service
Trade Union Work
Writing
History Teaching

Journalism
Archeology
Law Clerk
Garda Siochana
Broadcasting

Local Government
Barrister
Research
Tourism
Library Management

HOME ECONOMICS

What does it take to become the next Naked Chef? How do you run a successful
restaurant or manage a household? Is junk food really bad for you? What are the
key elements of good interior design? How do you know when you are being
ripped-off by a retailer? These are just some of the areas covered in the Home
Economics course.
Some students who have not taken Home Economics for the Junior Cert. take
this subject at Leaving Cert and do well. However it is important to have great
interest and enthusiasm for the subject when deciding to take it up at Leaving
Cert.
The core areas are:





Food Studies e.g. Nutrients, Dietary guidelines, Processing and
Preserving Foods, Microbiology, Food Groups, Meal Planning and
Preparation.
Resource Management e.g. consumer issues, budgeting, appliances in the
home.
Social Studies e.g. family and marriage, relationships.

There are also 2 electives, of which 1 is chosen and researched in more depth. The
electives are:



Home Design and Management e.g. housing styles; the provision of
housing; energy efficiency
Social Studies e.g. social change and the family; education; work and
unemployment; poverty; and the State’s and the community’s
response to these issues.

1. Aspects of the course which continue strongly from Junior Cert
Food Science and Food Studies is a large component of the course. Food Studies
includes practical cookery and household management, Human Resources and
decision making. Household technology also continues.

2. Key changes in this subject at Leaving Cert level
 5 Food Assignments to be prepared submitted and examined as part of
Leaving Cert.-worth 20% this is to be done by November of 6th year.
 Remaining 80% - Written Paper –made up of core and elective

HOME ECONOMICS IS USEFUL FOR CAREERS IN
Home Economics teaching
Business Management
Travel and Tourism
Social Care
Dietician
Food Science
Catering
Exercise and Health Instructing
Interior Design

Restaurant and Hotel Management
Culinary
Textile and Fashion Design
Childcare
Food Technology
Process Engineering
Counselling
Health Promotion
Environmental Health

MUSIC

Music is a very rewarding study in the Leaving Cert. curriculum. It provides a
creative outlet and builds confidence. The subject gives you an opportunity to
develop your performing and composing skills and to study a wide variety of styles
and genres.
Course content
There are three essential activities covered on the syllabus:
Listening
25%
Performing 25%
Composing 25%
The remaining 25% is chosen by you from the three areas mentioned.
Aspects of the course that continue strongly from Junior Cert
Music at Leaving Cert. is a continuation of the course at Junior Cert. It follows the
same activities but with a more in-depth study and a greater level of choice to suit
the individual student.
Students need not have studied Music at Junior Level.

Music is useful for careers in:
Education
Performance
Music or Occupational Therapy
Speech and Language Therapy
Theatrical Agency and Production
Sound Engineering
Composing / Arranging
Entertainment Groups
Orchestras
Bands or D.J
Music business careers in retail, recording and artistic promotion
Music research positions at regional and national institutions

LEAVING
CERTIFICATE

PHYSICS
The current Leaving Certificate Physics course;
·
·
·
·
·

·

Is a shorter Course than previously;
Is easier as the difficult areas of the old course have
been dropped.
Now includes optional sections.
Has more emphases on the uses of Physics in society.
Includes 30% of the marks going for examples of the
applications of Physics.
Has a redesigned exam paper to allow an overall
improvement in results.

What is PHYSICS
Physics is a fundamental science which is concerned with the study of natural
phenomena from the cosmological scale (galaxies, black holes, quasars) to the subnuclear scale (quarks, gluons, neutrinos). Physicists play a vital role in the
development of many new technologies, and the fundamental laws of physics find
application in almost every branch of science, engineering and technology.
For example, the pumping action of the heart, the speed of switching circuits in a
computer, the stresses acting on a bridge, are all subject to the laws of physics. In
order to make significant advances in any branch of science it is necessary to have a
thorough grasp of basic principles, and it is no accident that many distinguished
scientists in disciplines as varied as computer science, biochemistry and engineering
were trained originally as physicists.
Aspects of Physics that Continue From Junior Cert
The Leaving Cert physics course follows directly from Junior Cert Science, and
covers the same topics in greater depth along with new topics such as radioactivity
and particle physics. The course is heavily based around experiments; students are
required to complete and write reports of 24 practical experiments throughout the
two years. These laboratory experiments are examined in detail on a section of the
written paper.
What Type of Student Might Physics Suit?
Physics will suit students considering a career in any mathematical or scientific
discipline, such as finance, statistics, engineering, physics, or computer science.
Pupils who will gain the most from studying physics are those who have an interest

in science at Junior Cert level and those who enjoy learning about how things work.
The science, technology and society section allows students the chance to see where
the physics they are learning applies as in TVs, car motors and electricity in the
home and also, to see some of the industrial applications of certain topics.
It will suit students who were successful in their Junior Cert science examination,
particularly in the Science section of the course, however you can take physics even
if you did not take science for the Junior Certificate as all the Junior Cert topics are
revised and covered again but at greater depths.
While there is an element of maths in the physics course, honours maths at junior
cert is not a requirement to do honours physics. Students should not avoid physics
on the basis of not having honours maths. It is entirely possible to get on well in
honours physics without honours maths.
The biggest myth about physics is that it is too difficult for all but the next Einstein’s.
This is simply not true. Yes, physics can be challenging, but so is any subject that
you study seriously. Many successful physicists can tell you that they were not the
top students in their schools. What they had was interest and motivation.
The physics syllabus has strong links with the other science subjects especially
chemistry. There are strands of physics which overlap with woodwork and
construction especially the electricity and heat sections.
Physics Is Useful For Careers in…..
The following are typical area of employment:











Financial risk analysis (mathematics)
Stock market analysis (mathematics)
Lasers and optics (telecommunications, optometry, holography, etc.)
Environmental science (weather, oceanography, pollution control, etc.)
Medicine (medical imaging, radiation treatment, x-ray, lasers)
Space science (astronomy, mission specialists, satellite design, etc.)
Acoustics (speaker research, hall design, sound engineer etc.)
Electricity and magnetism (electrician, power management, antenna design,
instrumentation, etc.)
Nuclear science (nuclear medicine, reactor design, waste management, safety
etc.)
Materials science (semiconductor devices, magnetic thin films,
superconductivity, computer technologies, biomaterials etc.)

Some graduates may qualify for applied research jobs in private industry or take on
non-traditional physics roles, often in computer science, such as a systems analyst
or database administrator. Some even become science teachers in secondary schools!

Note also that often physics forms part of the first year program in colleges for many
scientific courses not having studied physics may leave you at a disadvantage if you take
these courses. Make sure to check if the course you might be interested involves physics in
the first year of college.
Why Study Physics?
 Anyone with a curiosity about how things work
 If you intend to study any area, which might involve science - (studying a
science subject for the Leaving puts you at an advantage when taking courses
that have any science component).
Currently there is a shortage of Physical Science Graduates (Physics, Electronics,
computing engineering etc) with a large number of well paid jobs available. It is
especially important that girls get involved in such areas if there is to be true
equality in the workplace and that both sexes have an equal influence on how
society and technology develop.
See more on Jobs related to physics on the next page.

Physics and Jobs Related Activities
Mechanics

Aeronautical Engineer
Agricultural Engineer
Air Traffic Controller
Airline Pilot
Architect
Astronomer
Bioengineer
Biophysicist
Civil Engineer
Climatologist
Forensic Scientist
Marine Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Metallurgist
Naval Architect
Rally Driver
Scuba Diver
Surveyor
Trawler Skipper

Light

Astronomer
Drama Theatre Technician
Dispensing Optician
Glassmaker
Laser Technician
Lighting Engineer
Ophthalmic Optician
Opto-electronic Technician
Photographer
Telecommunication Engineer

Heat and
Temperature

Waves,
Vibrations
and Sound

Architect
Aircraft Maintenance
Engineer
Astronomer
Brewing Technologist
Building Technologist
Car Mechanic
Doctor
Environmental Scientist
Gas Engineer
Meteorologist
Nurse
Oceanographer
Plumber
Refrigeration Plant
Operator
Air Traffic Controller
Acoustic Engineer
Audio Engineer
Audiologist
Astronomer
Broadcaster
Electronic Engineer
Geologist
Musician
Sound Engineer
Seismologist
Singer
Vulcanologist

Electricity

Modern
Physics

Aircraft Maintenance
Technician
Car Mechanic
Commercial Electrician
Electrical Contractor
Electrical Engineer
Electronic Engineer
Energy Efficiency Expert
House Electrician
Ship Maintenance Technician
TV Technician

Biomedical Scientist
Environmental Health Officer
Environmental Scientist
Medical Physicist
Medical Lab. Technician
Oncologist
Radiation Protection Officer
Radiographer
Nuclear Scientist
Nuclear Power Plant
Technician

P.E.
Physical Education
Leaving Cert PE combines facets of fitness, nutrition, psychology, skills and general
health to educate students on the various components that make up physical
education. The course is a broad mix of practical and theory. It ties in examples from a
variety of physical activities such as Athletics, GAA, Soccer, Rugby, Rowing and
general fitness.
Students will be able to assess their own performance physically, psychologically and
from a nutritional perspective. They will also be able to design training programmes to
improve most aspects of performance. Video analysis is a key component of the
course and focused on at an early stage.
There are three points of assessment:
Physical Activity Project (20%)
 Assess your own current performance
 Select 4 areas for improvement
 Design and carry out training programmes to improve the 4 components
 Reflect on what worked and what didn’t in the programmes
Performance Assessment (30%)
 A video performing the skills of a selected activity
 How to make the skills easier and more difficult
 Elements of safe practice and application of relevant rules/routines
Written Exam (50%)
 Components Of Fitness
 Learning and Improving Skills
 Sports Psychology
 Nutrition
 Drugs & Ethics In Sport
 Role of the Coach & Referee
 Physical Activity For Health

LEAVING CERT VOCATIONAL
PROGRAMME (LCVP)
It is school policy to enter a student for the Leaving Certificate Vocational
Programme (LCVP) when her subject choices fall into any of the following
categories:
Vocational Subject Groupings (VSGs)












Home Economics and Biology
Home Economics and Art
Physics and Design & Communication Graphics
Biology and Physics or Chemistry
Physics and Chemistry
Home Economics and Business or Accounting or Economics
Accounting; Business; Economics – Any two
Art and Business or Accounting or Economics
Art and Design & Communication Graphics
DCG and Business or Accounting or Economics
Music and Business or Accounting or Economics

Such students then are prepared to enter an extra subject called “Link Modules” in
the Leaving Certificate examination. This subject can then be included for one of
the six Leaving Certificate subjects counted for points. The grades for LCVP are as
follows:
Grade
Distinction
Merit
Pass

Percentage
80 – 100%
65 – 79%
50 – 64%

Points
66
46
28

LCVP students are required to take the Link Modules, Preparation for the World of
Work and Enterprise Education, over the two years of the programme.


Link Modules 1 – Preparation for the World of Work
Students research and investigate local employment opportunities, develop job
seeking skills such as letter writing, CV presentation, interview techniques, gain
practical experience of the world of work, interview and shadow a person in a
career area that interests them.



Link Modules 2 – Enterprise Education
Students are involved in organising visits to local business and community
enterprises, meet and interview enterprising people on site and in the classroom,
plan and undertake interesting activities that will build self-confidence,
creativity, initiative and develop teamwork, communication and computer skills.

Assessment: Portfolio of Coursework: 60%

Written Examination: 40%

